SUPER VILLAGE
challenge : palwal

Our Story

turning adversity to opportunity
The ‘SUPER’ (S-Smart, U-Unique, P-Perfect, E-Enterprising, R-Role model) village
challenge used a competitive framework
to encourage rural development across
multiple development areas primarily targeting village sarpanches to push speedier
implementation of development projects at
the village level.
Each development area had a set of
clearly defined parameters that had
prescribed tasks. Successful completion
of parameters generated points for each
gram panchayat (GP).
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Rs 1.5 crore had been reserved from
D-Plan fund and top performing GPs at
block and district orders were given work
orders. The entire competition happened
digitally on a portal accessible at www.
supervillagepalwal.in. A leadership index
(just as a stock market) tracked performance
of villages and displayed GP rankings on
a real-time basis.
The project launched officially on 27th
Nov 2017 for all GPs (260) in Palwal and
the first phase ends on Feb 15th, 2018.
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Parameters
The competition defined 20+ development parameters

model schools

new-born
immunization

women SHGs

anganwadi
centers

RSETI camps

vaachanalyas

soakage pits

polythene free

digital usage
by youths

innovative pilot
by sarpanch

These development parameters
were critical for driving
improvements in several flagship
PM and CM initiatives such
as SBM, ODF+ (rural), Beti
Bachao Beti Padhao, Digital
India and Skill India and
Innovation at village level. Some
parameters had sub-categories
and differential points depending
upon complexity of task, bonus
points were also awarded for
sustainability.
Flagships as a framework was
developed to mobilize the ‘trinity’,
namely a) the village sarpanch,

usage of
e-platforms

b) the district level scheme nodal
officer and c) the front line
workers for the department at
the village level. The ‘trinity of
interests’ framework aimed at
synchronising the interests of a),
b) and c) in such a way that all
strive towards common goals in
a concerted manner.
Leveraging the new frame work
and parameters with clear tasks
and definitions of success helped
to push speedier implementation
of the framework that put the
villages in direct competition with
one another.

a) village
sarpanch

b) district
nodal officer

c) front line
worker

Process

participate

declare

inspection

When, a sarpanch
All GPs could parfelt the village is
ticipate simultaneously. Log-in IDs and ready on a parameter,
passwords for all GPs they could make an
were handed over to online ‘self-declarasarpanches. After log- tion’. Following this,
an SMS was sent to
in, a sarpanch could
view parameters and the sarpanch and the
associated tasks with parameter nodal officer (district official).
alloted points.

approval

If a GP was passed,
Within 15 days
points were awardof the declaration
made, an on-ground ed and changes were
inspection was con- reflected on the leader
ducted by the officer ship index, in case of
failure, the sarpanch
(in presence of sarpanch). The officer could re-apply and the
process continued.
then had to either
pass or fail the GP.

repeat
Ongoing declarations and verifications were done on a
continuous basis and top performing villages kept on
changing. All GPs could view the ‘leadership index’.
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The aim was always to use innovation
& resilience to achive objectives

impact

(till first stage end)
Working under constraints, shortages and process challenges, the aim was always to
use innovative methods and resilience to achieve desired objectives. Officially launched on
27th November 2017, the results have been encouraging so far.

100%
participation

260 gram panchayats (GPs)
of Palwal are now competing, all having made online
declarations on at least one
parameter. Voluntary participation has now reached
its maximum level.
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polythene-free

All GPs declared ‘Polythene
free’ by the administration.
Above, the Sarpanch of
Garhi Vinoda village seen
mobilising people to promote
use of alternatives (i.e. paper
bags) to polythene bags.

5000+
digital youth

5,000+ new student now
registrated under PMGDISHA scheme and 2,500+
rural youths now using
technologies under the ‘digital literacy’ certification.
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100+

women SHGs
Mobilized 1,200+
women as members
and financial inclusion of 100% such
members achieved.
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90%

vaccinations
GPs with vaccination rates over
90% for newborn
kids (0-2 years) increased from 20 to
150+. Image: Immunization camp
for newborns.

50+

awareness camps

100+

vaachanalyas
100+ vaachanalyas
(community reading rooms) for
men and women
established.
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Entrepreneurship
awareness camps
(EAPs) under RSETI (Rural self employment training
institute) scheme
organized with cumulative participation of 2,700+ rural
unemployed youth,
with 200 enrolled
in training courses
under RSETI.

50+

anganwadi centers
Anganwadi centers
(rural mother and
child care centers (or
“courtyard shelters”)
rejuvinated with
visible infrastructural
developments.
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before

after

100+

before

20+

after

1. 5cr

infra-improvements

foreign research groups

additional funds

100+ schools and Anganwadis (combined)
have seen visible infrastructural improvements. Header: before
and after progress for
comparison. Alongside:
Ongoing and completed projects of the model
school in Ramgarh.

Research students and
professors from Case
Western University in
Ohio and UC Berkeley,
California visited
Palwal, interacted with
sarpanches. PHD and
masters students have
submitted proposals to
DC office for conducting
research on the initiative.

On 16th Feb 2018 (first
stage closing ceremony),
Sh. Krishan Pal Gujjar,
MoS, Social Justice
and Empowerment,
Government of India
announced Rs 1.5 crore
additional fund from
MP-LAD for round 1
top performing GPs.
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100%
connectivity

Block -wise whatsapp groups created
to ensure real-time
information and
feedback sharing.
Sarpanches shared
updates on works in
progress on a platform
where all groups
had top district
officials (DC, ADC,
parameter monitors)
as members.

DARPG
recognition

Updates recieved and
any grievances raised
by a sarpanches were
immediately resolved
through immediate
directions to the concerned officials.
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The project was acknowledged by the
Department of reforms and public
grievances (DARPG)
under ‘Innovation’
category for the
Prime minister’s excellence awards for
public administration, 2018.

20+

more districts
Operating model
and framework of
the project applied
in the inaugural 7
star village scheme
and scaled up
across 22 districts
of Haryana.
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“

Since we are a small Panchayat, we don’t hold much
political significance. The Super Village Challenge provided
an objective platform for us to secure grants this year and
increased my faith in the system. I also got to demonstrate
my leadership as a woman Sarpanch.
- Geeta Devi, Sarpanch of Jana Chauli village
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”
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“

Several information gaps regarding many government
schemes were filled. For example, I, as a Sarpanch, didn’t
know what a Gudda-Guddi chart in an anganwadi center
was but because it was a requirement in the ‘Adarsh Anganwadi’ parameter, we got to understand its significance.
- Mahavir, Sarpanch of Bamnikhera village
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”
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